Greater Cryptocurrency Convenience and
Security Ahead with Digatrade's Intended
Credit Card Integration
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VANCOUVER, BC / ACCESSWIRE / April 8, 2019 / DIGATRADE FINANCIAL
CORP (OTC.PK: DIGAF), https://www.facebook.com/DIGATRADE, an OTC digital
asset trade desk for institutions, and financial technology company, intends to expand
the usefulness of cryptocurrency in real-life situations through convenience and security
initiatives that make cryptocurrency more practical and desirable in everyday uses –
including improved integration with credit cards.
Digatrade's recently announced acquisition of Securter online credit card security
technology is only one part of a multi-prong approach by Digatrade to become a fintech
innovation-driven company. Making cryptocurrency more relevant for ordinary situations
and real-world behaviour by consumers, merchants and institutions is Digatrade's
ambition. With Securter now on-board, Digatrade will begin announcing a series of
cross-disciplinary applications of its fintech agenda, and growing industry ties.
Digatrade holds three guiding principles for the company, for the benefit of its
cryptocurrency interested shareholders. The first is to implement a business model that
makes the company immune to downward fluctuations in Bitcoin and other altcoin
valuations. The second is to solve actual problems and increase functionality of
cryptocurrency transactions, not merely replicate payment methods and payment
corridors that already exist. The third is to follow a multi-stakeholder model that goes
beyond only addressing consumer experiences to include the perspective of vendors for
two-sided transactional ease, non-commercial institutions whose interests may not be
as remote as they imagine and governments who are not yet clear in their policies but
may in fact become enormous beneficiaries across their vast operations. Digatrade
believes that the "government as cryptocurrency adversary" mindset is outmoded.
At the heart of Digatrade's innovation program is a focus on the huge untapped
development and commercialization opportunities in the underlying blockchain
technology ecosystem. Digatrade CEO, Brad Moynes, explains: "It's easy to get lost in

the theory of what's possible. We are collaborating with thought leaders in this field to
mine the technology itself and deliver really useful applications that are not already
overdone in this space. An example is something as basic as being able to buy
cryptocurrency easily, securely and in small quantities by credit card and to spend it just
as easily and securely, by multiple methods. Our increased credit card security
expertise is perfectly suited, but even that is just the tip of the iceberg of what we have
in mind. Digatrade is advancing again, according to plan."
President of Digatrade's Securter division, Steve Epstein, adds more for the company's
current shareholders: "It has been strategic that we have not been boasting in detail
about our high-quality development relationships. There are secrecy considerations,
competitive issues and intellectual property phases to protect. We have been in patent
pending mode and are well connected to incredible experts. They deal with things that
most people would simply not understand because these systems work in the
background. Digatrade/Securter's goal is to make that technology useful and to
monetize our innovations. When we have permission to start announcing our operating
relationships, then our shareholders will see that Digatrade has a tremendous future. I
am looking forward to being able to talk more about those relationships, soon. In the
meantime, we will be introducing our Securter management team in upcoming
announcements about our growing internal capabilities."
ABOUT DIGATRADE
DIGATRADE is a Financial Technology "Fintech" company that offers buy-side
cryptocurrency transactions and liquidity to institutions through its proprietary over-thecounter trade desk. The company is also developing a next generation platform for
security in the online credit card payment system, globally, through its Securter
subsidiary. Digatrade Financial Corp. is located in Vancouver, British Columbia, and
publicly listed on the OTC.PK under the trading symbol DIGAF. DIGAF is a reporting
issuer in the Province of British Columbia, Canada with the British Columbia Securities
Commission "BCSC" and in the United States with the Securities Exchange
Commission "SEC".
ABOUT SECURTER
Securter Systems Inc is a Digatrade subsidiary that is developing proprietary, patentpending credit card payment platform innovations to significantly increase the security of
online credit card payment processing, globally. Securter technology reduces immense
losses by financial institutions and merchants that arise from fraudulent credit card use.
Securter technology also protects cardholder privacy by eliminating the need to
distribute credit card details to multiple commercial 3rd parties, where such information
is ordinarily stored, becoming vulnerable to theft or manipulation. Securter technology
can and will be integrated into complementary payment methods and fintech protocols,
including cryptocurrency and other blockchain derivatives to come. Securter has internal
R&D capability and management as well as external fintech business relationships to
support Digatrade's overall business mission.
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Forward-Looking Information
This press release contains certain "forward-looking information". All statements, other than
statements of historical fact, that address activities, events or development that the Company
believes, expects or anticipates will or may occur in the future constitute forward-looking
information. This forward-looking information reflects the current expectations or beliefs of the
company based on information currently available to the Company. Forward-looking information
is subject to a number of significant risks and uncertainties and other factors that may cause the
actual results of the Company to differ materially from those discussed in the forward-looking
information, and even if such actual results are realized or substantially realized, there can be
no assurance that they will have the expected consequences to, or effects on the Company.
Factors that could cause actual results or events to differ materially from current expectations
include, but are not limited to, the possibility of unanticipated costs and expenses. Any forwardlooking information speaks only as of the date on which it is made and, except as may be
required by applicable securities laws, the company disclaims any intent or obligation to update
any forward-looking information whether as a result of new information, future events or results
or otherwise. Although the Company believes that the assumptions inherent in the forwardlooking information are reasonable, forward-looking information is not a guarantee of future
performance and accordingly undue reliance should not be put on such information due to the
inherent uncertainty therein.
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